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PROUD. (Top) His Excellency Al-Sayyid Khalifa Bin Murdas Bin Ahmad Al-Busaidi, Governor of Musandam , H.E. Engr. Khalid Bin Hilal Bin Saud Al
Busaidi ,Undersecretary of the Ministry of the Interior along with Dr. Issa Sabeel Al Bulushi ,Chairman and CEO ,Gulf College ,Oman conferred Bachelors’ degrees to the graduates.

Giving fair pride to its mission as a Higher Education institution in the Sultanate of Oman, Gulf College (GC), in affiliation
with Staffordshire University (SU) conferred Bachelors’ degrees to more than 200 students during the 8th graduation rites,
held under the patronage of His Excellency Al-Sayyid Khalifa Bin Murdas Bin Ahmad Al-Busaidi, Governor of Musandam, on
the 8th of June, 2015.
During the ceremony, CEO
Dr. Issa Al Bulushi presented
an inspirational message addressed to the new graduates. He uttered a “word of
thanks to God for granting
Oman the ideal environment
to accelerate in the field of
education and knowledge.”

He follows this with the idea
that Globalisation is a phenomenon that must be responded to with modern, constantly-improving education,
but with Omani identity, values and rituals intact. He also
adds that universities around
the world are the fundamental

Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi

fountains of knowledge, and
the source of specialised
human resources. Thus Gulf
College takes on the role of
founder, mentor, and innovator for the entire region.
Aside from these points, CEO
Dr. Issa also congratulated

the graduates and expressed
how their knowledge will
greatly contribute to Omani
society. He further recognised
all stakeholders, guests and
participants who made the
event possible. Finally, Dr.
Issa extended words of
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Demonstrating profound leadership and commitment to service for both the college and its stakeholders, Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chair and CEO, together with Dr.
Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for Quality Assurance and Partnerships, addressed staff grievances during a conference for all faculty and staff members of
GC.
Furthermore, CEO Dr. Issa also highlightThe conference tackled various workplace
ed the importance of a strong, cooperaethics and management policies, as adtive, and unified team, as such a group is
vised by the Oman Academic Accreditacapable of producing ingenious ideas and
tion Authority. This includes general poliinspired service. Dr. Shameena also pointcies in the workplace, the tenets of good
ed out that resolution measures for grievteamwork, proper filing of grievances and
ances are necessary to ensure the safety,
complaints/criticisms, the process for resatisfaction, and smooth performance of
solving work disputes, major and minor
the whole institution, for the benefit of
offenses, and members of the initial reOman’s deplorable education system
sponse team.

Editorial Board: Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
(Chairmen and Publishers), Dr.
Shameena Mehtab ( Critic ),
Dr. Romeo C. Castillo (Editor in
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Chief)

Gulf College maintains its core of
dedicated, exemplary and contemporary educators by holding its
annual staff gathering, Multipurpose hall, GC Mabellah.
esty Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said.
Thus everyone should be aware of
any inefficiencies in the system and
how to swiftly address it.
UNITED. Faculty and staff members of GC, led by Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chair and CEO (center), with Prof. Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani, Dean, Mr. Masood Khan, FFS Head, Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, FBS Head, Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidi,
Deputy Dean for Academics and Research ,Mr Rizwan Ahmed ,Manager Prof Devt,Mr.Waleed Said,Deputy Dean
for Finance gather to celebrate the college’s top achievers.

appreciation to the graduates and parents. He
closed his speech with the following line:” I am encouraging the graduates to dedicate themselves
through hard work, to serve Oman in the means
you can.”
Meanwhile, Vice Chancellor Prof. Michael Gunn
represented SU in the ceremony, as he too extended congratulations for the graduates’ dedication
and industry. He also challenged this year’s graduates to move forward and continue to learn as they
pursue their personal successes. Finally, he reiterated the ten years of strong academic partnership
that GC and SU have established; a guarantee that
the curriculums in both institutions are topnotch and
highly relevant.

During the event, GC lauded lecturers and instructors who excelled in
areas of leadership, academics,
knowledge forums, and ISO internal
auditor training. Those who showcased incredible work ethic and
creative ideas for the benefit of the
institution were also recognised.
Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
thanked all the staff members for
their relentless effort in improving
and developing the institution. He
also mentioned that the success of
the college is a success worthy of
the Sultanate, as optimum education is one of the goals of His Maj-

Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
also underlined the values of cooperation and healthy collaboration
among like-minded peers, as these
lead to effective strategies and
goals. He also stated the importance
of the nine institutional standards. “I
am glad that we are all doing our
best to serve our stakeholders. and
this is a great moment that we
should all celebrate”, he added. Finally, he encouraged each employee
to share ideals, and be ever-willing
to learn from each other so that GC
may grow into the pedestal of its
pursuits.
The deputy deans and department
heads of the three faculties also
shared their messages and tokens of
gratitude for the support of the management and staff members.

Other members of the administrative staff also paid
tribute to the excellent graduating batch of GC.
They expressed their salutations for the graduates
of 2015.
Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani recently finalised the details of GC’s strategic plan for
the academic assessment, as he discussed the finer points of the design during a
workshop for staff members of GC Mabellah.
The details of the said plan encompassed
the nine standards and 79 criteria proposed
by the Ministry of Higher Education, after
the institution’s routine academic assessment. The teaching and non-teaching staff
of the college were instructed to familiarise
themselves with the academic plan, as this
will be the backbone of the coming semesters. Furthermore, this strategic design will
help improve the internal systems performance of the whole college.

Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for
Quality Assurance and Partnerships, identified the nine standards as Governance on
Management,
Student
Learning
by
Coursework Programme, Student Learning
by Research Programmes, Staff Research
and Consultancy, Industry and Community
Engagement, Academic Support Services ,
Students and Students Support Services,
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Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani

What’s Up in Oman?
The Sultanate has been experiencing
massive sandstorms this June. Sandstorms are caused by strong winds coupled with extremely dry climates on
sandy plains.
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The Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS), under the leadership
of Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidi, FCS Head and Deputy Dean for Academics and Research, and Research coordinator Dr. Rowena
Ocier Sibayan has introduced its internship programme orientation for information technology authorities and Omani telecommunications companies.
Dr. Rowena is also hoping that
FCS has expanded its pro- the internship programme will
gramme to accommodate new be able to provide benefits for
researches and insights in the young workers who want to
technological arena, as students broaden their chances for
can freely contribute ideas, landing a job (including buildwork, or experience equipment ing an impressive resume and
management in telecommunica- job experience), or for individution companies. The event is als who desire to jump-start
also in line with the college’s their careers. The internship
goals of increasing research programme also introduced
capability and production. Such students to different aspects of
an event allows students to in- their future career, and other
dulge themselves and think cre- paths or specializations they
atively in a professional setting.
may desire in the future.

GEARED. Dr. Rowena Sibayan during the orientation for the internship programme of the Faculty of Computing Sciences,

Staff and Staff Support Services, and General Support Services
and Facilities.
Nine groups have been delegated to focus diligently on each
area. Each group is tasked to review the system by looking into
performance measures, target results, and desired outcomes,
including the gap analysis and findings of each standard. The
committees are also asked to illicit insights and solutions for
improvements before the final submission of the assessment
this November.

In line with the college’s goal of providing comprehensive studies and outstanding academic pieces for the benefit of the region, the Faculty of Business Studies has released two relevant
studies on Oman’s food and banking industries.
The said researches were written by FBS lecturers Dr. M.
Nasrin Sulthana and Ms. Sonia
Shibila Allen, and FBS student
Ms. Fuziya Ilahi Al Balushi. Both
researches focused on businesses vastly growing in the
country, and uniquely organic to
the Sultanate. The industries
used for these studies were also
prevalent marketers, and frequent customer favourites.
The first study tackled branding
strategies and the implications
of such on Omani products, with

reference to Pizza Muscat, as
written by Dr. M. Nasrin Sulthana and Ms. Sonia Shibila
Allen. It focused on branding
trends, styles, and concepts in
the city, and why some brands
are more popular than others
in the Omani community. The
study also focused on a descriptive analysis of brand
content, design, marketing
management, customer services, marketing tactics and
strategic locations. The second research focused on
customer relationship man-

(From left to right) Ms. Fuziya Ilahi Al Balushi, Ms. Sonia Shibila
Allen, and Dr. M. Nasrin Sulthana

agement at Bank Nizwa, written by Dr. M. Nasrin Sulthana and
Ms. Fuziya Ilahi Al Balushi. The study employed descriptive
analysis on the customers and clients of the industry, and what
strategies were used by the business to achieve good results.
The research presents an introspective study on marketing
methods and customer services provided for longtime clients.
The researchers hope that their studies will provide significant
improvements in the business arena of the Sultanate.
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The Tenets of Teamwork

STANDPOINT

Grassroots. All progress starts from an organic collection of values, beliefs and ideas stemming
from a purposive goal. Any successful team, business, industry or effort arises from indviduals who
are passionate about a cause and a method. This is why it is imperative for any institution to establish unity above all else.

Gulf College was established in the same way: a team of individuals dedicated to providing quality
higher education in the Sultanate. Educators, creators, innovators and thinkers who believe that the
further development of the country lies in the hands of its students. These students, with exemplary training, will further the excellence of Oman and grow to represent it in the international world. This is precisely why their mentors
ceaselessly study and improve their craft, so they may impart knowledge that will be relevant to the present conditions of society.
Dr. Romeo Castillo

Teamwork brings excellence. Good ideas become outstanding when they are collaborated and deliberated upon.
Efforts are doubled when members cooperate. Game-changing results are delivered swiftly, impressively, and comprehensively once an organic unit becomes a solid family. This is what every educator hopes for GC. Excellence
beyond measure, accompanied by humanistic values, and the grace of the great Allah.

The Enchantments of Sawadi
The enchanted place of Sawadi created an impression of
simpleness and serenity the moment I visited the place for the first
time. The blue water covered with rocky mountain develops an impression of calmness that grows slowly to your soul. A lot of Omani
families spend a couple of hours mesmerized by the hidden caption
of literary past. Dominated by the fishermen trying to catch the attention of the guests to travel to the next shore just to experience
the other part of the place brings a wild and encouraging experience of Sawadi.
The final leg of
the beach is measured
by a pile of coconut trees giving relief against the burning sun. Dipping my feet to the cold water as waves started to touch my limbs
jolted my nerve during my childhood days.
The scorching torch started to tame down its greatness as
my surroundings begin to engulf the shade of darkness embedding
the start of the night which brought my feet to go back home and
paint the great wonder of the enchanted cove in my heart.

